
Facility Explorer meets any building management need. Wireless or
wired field controllers and devices provide direct closed-loop
control over mechanical and HVAC equipment. Supervisory

controllers deliver network-wide coordination for single or multiple
sites. The result is an integrated, comprehensive control solution.

Using industry-standard protocols with freely programmable
controllers, intuitive and scalable software, the Reliable Controls

system is designed to empower you to stand at the helm of
sustainability. Forward-compatible with future generation products.

Integrated solution for HVAC, lighting, and security.

KMC is your one-stop turnkey solution for building control. KMC
specializes in open, secure and scalable building automations,

teaming up with leading technology providers to create innovative
products that help customers increase operating efficiency,

optimize energy usage, maximize comfort, and improve safety.

Turntide delivers a single, turnkey solution for businesses with
small, mid-sized, and multi-site buildings. Intel IoT Gateway
Technology provides the foundation for solutions with high-

performance, security-focused, and open, IT friendly systems.

Tridium is a world leader in business application frameworks —
advancing truly open environments that harness the power of the

Internet of Things.

Telkonet’s EcoSmart energy management platform of smart IoT
devices are the key to the energy savings we can provide. The

EcoCentral dashboard analyses the energy monitoring system’s
data resulting in real-time reporting to track progress toward total
efficiency goals. Installation is versatile, customizable and scalable

where savings are balanced with guest experience.

Wireless HVAC Energy Management Solution. Pelican uses leading
edge technology to deliver an intelligent Wireless HVAC Energy

Management Solutions enabling you to achieve significant,
measurable energy savings, and increase the satisfaction of your

occupants through intuitive Cloud based reporting and management.
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Founded in 1992, Venstar Inc. is a leading Thermostat and EMS
provider. Venstar has leading edge cloud services powered by

Skyport provide homeowners, businesses, and school districts with
highly secure web and mobile platforms to remotely control their

family of award-winning connected thermostats and sensors.
 

Since 2011, Antec Controls has been creating high performance
airflow control solutions for critical healthcare spaces. Our goal is to
innovate products and services that ensure the safety of healthcare

workers, patients and researchers in environments where
advancements to health and wellness are made.

Siemens USA has been a national asset moving America forward for
more than 160 years, investing $3 billion in the U.S. market,

strengthening its technology portfolio and manufacturing footprint.
The company’s technology supports the critical infrastructure and

vital industries forming the backbone of America’s economy


